
Conflict Management Tips  

for Chapter Leadership 

 
 

Behaviors that Help Behaviors that Hinder 
 

__ letting people vent  

__ asking for dissenting views  

__ paraphrasing a lot  

__ showing respect for opposing views  

__ eye contact  

__ effective body language  

__ calmness   

__ non-defensiveness  

__ validating speakers  

__ redirecting sarcasm  

__ confronting the facts  

__ taking a problem-solving approach  

__ using norms for control   

__ showing concern for others' feelings  

__ making interventions 

__ checking on how people are doing  

__ disclosing personal feelings   

__ ensuring a good decision is made 

__ bringing proper closure 

__ mediating conflicts between  

 two people 

__ making sure everyone stays  

 involved 

__ evaluating how the team did  

 during the conflict to learn  

 from mistakes 

 

 

__ arguing 

__ defensiveness 

__ asking entrapping questions 

__ letting a few people dominate  

__ favoring one side of any debate 

__  letting it get emotional or personal 

__ ending before resolution  

__ sidestepping the really hot issues 

__ not using a process 

__  not using the norms  

__ lack of empathy for a member’s 

 feelings 

__ letting it drag on 

 

  



Hints for Dealing with Conflicts on a One-to-One basis 

 TAKE TIME TO COOL OFF. Issues can’t be dealt with unless emotions are 

worked through. 

 THINK ABOUT THE PERSON AS A PERSON. This helps to break down role 

stereotypes. 

 KNOW YOUR AIM. Knowing what is important to you in the conflict and 

stating it clearly makes it more likely that your needs will be met and that 

the conflict will be resolved. 

 TRY TO UNDERSTAND WHAT THE OTHER PERSON IS SAYING. Listening, 

paraphrasing, and good feedback show concern for the other person. This 

can facilitate communication, defuse conflict and lower tension. 

 FIND SOMETHING YOU CAN AGREE ON. This can be a good starting point 

to work through the problem. 

 BE SPECIFIC WHEN YOU INTRODUCE A GRIPE. Don’t just complain. Ask for 

reasonable changes. Start with one issue at a time. 

 ASK FOR AND GIVE FEEDBACK ON MAJOR POINTS. This serves to make 

sure you are heard, and to assure the other person that you understand 

what he/she wants. 

 NEVER ASSUME that you know what the other person is thinking/feeling 

until you have checked out the assumption. DO NOT predict how the other 

person will react or what he or she will accept or reject. 

 FORGET THE PAST AND STAY IN THE PRESENT. You can have the most 

impact on the future. You cannot change the past. 

 


